Appreciate if you can quote us for the following item / quantities

1- Samsung cell phones model Galaxy A22, or Galaxy A23 – QTY. 50 each.
2- Screen protectors for Samsung Galaxy A22 or Samsung A23 – QTY. 50 each.
3- Cell phone case Samsung Galaxy A22 or A23 – QTY. 50 EACH

1-Delivery:
At our warehouse Maadi

2- Payment
Payment will be done according to the Department of State regulation as net 30 through wire transfer to the vendor’s bank account after receiving the goods at the Embassy's warehouse and submitting a valid invoice.

3-Quotation:
3.1 Quoting/payment currency will be in EGP for local vendor.
3.2 Quotation deadline is September, 04, 2022
3.3 Embassy is exempted from VAT.
3.4 Quotation to be sent to Alyhm@state.gov
3.5 Delivery within 15 working days.